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The Wehrmacht
(Germany)
War Crimes Bureau

1939-1945
By Alfred M. deZayas

he Wehrmacht War Crimes Bureau, 1939-1945 is the only
account to date of the German investigations of war crimes
allegedly committed by the Allied armies against the Nazi
regime. During World War II the little known German Bureau on
Crimes documented and filed reported cases of Allied violations of the
laws of war. Filling 226 volumes, these files were seized in 1945 by
American troops and brought to the United States, where they were
treated as classified material. They were returned to the Federal
Republic of Germany's Bundesarchiv in 1968 and released in 1973.
Alfred deZayas is the first researcher to evaluate this material, representing one of the most important discoveries of World War II records
since the Nuremberg trials. In addition, he studied related files in
German, American, British, and Swiss archives and interviewed more
than three hundred German military judges and witnesses involved in
the bureau's investigations. His book documents many of the alleged
violations and also describes the bureau's origin, organization, and
modus operandi. Among the important revelations of this book are the
many war crimes trials, or "little Nurembergs", that the Germans conducted against French, Polish, and Soviet prisoners of war, and the US
and British investigations of German diplomatic protests. Widely
praised, the German edition was the subject of a prime-time German
television special in 1983.
Order #1977 The Wehrmacht War Crimes Bureau 1939-1945. 384pp.
Perfect bound. 2000 (1989).
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Retrospectives
on
Switzerland
.

In
Edited by Donald P. Hilty

World War Two

Much in the news in the recent past, the story of the effects of
World War II on Switzerland, and the Swiss response to that pressure
is much more than sound bites and snappy headlines. If you are interested in the true story, this book will fascinate and educate in equal
proportions. First published in German in 1997 by the Neue Zurcher
Zeitung and already in its second Swiss printing, Retrospectives on
Switzerland in World War Two is now available for the first time in
English. Eight prominent Swiss authors and intellectuals have contributed to this msightful study of the Swiss mind and actions during
one of the twentieth century's worst periods.
The well-known contributors include Hugo Butler, Chief Editor of
the Neue Zurcher Zeitung, who examines the tension between neutral
Switzerland and humanitarian Switzerland; Hans Schaffner, former
Federal Councilor and President of Switzerland, who discusses
Switzerland's foreign trade policy during World War II; as well as
Professor Klaus Umer, who gives insights into neutrality and economic warfare. Hans Senn, former General Chief of Staff of the Swiss
armed forces, discusses the readiness of the Swiss Army in WWII;
Professor Dietrich Schindler writes on how Swiss Neutrality was contested; and Professor Walther Hofer examines the question of just who
prolonged WWII. Detlev F. Vagts, professor at Harvard Law School,
discusses the interplay of International Law, Switzerland, and WWII,
while Sigmund Widmer, former Mayor of Zurich, examines
Switzerland's place in World War II.
Highly recommended to all students of Switzerland - whether the
Country of today or the world of the 18th century.
Order #1959. Retrospectives on Switzerland in World War Two. 160
pages, lithocase bound. 2001.
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Brig btness

Remembered
by Carol Williams
Looking for an interesting novel about Swiss immigrants?
Here is one about a Swiss family which came to Saxe-Gotha
Township in South Carolina in 1756. The second book in a trilogy, this novel, like the others, is about the blending of cultures
and how these Swiss became American. All of our ancestors
would have had similar experiences. The first book in the trilogy
The Switzers saw the young Swiss couple, Johannes and
Madie Lienhardt, through the end of the Cherokee War in 1761.
The last book in the trilogy By Wonders and By War ends in
1782. What about the years in between?
In this book all characters are fictitious although the author
has taken the name of one of the main characters from one of
her own ancestors since, like her namesake, Margaret Allen is
a strong-minded woman.
Mar9aret meets Rudi after rescuing him from a serious accident. Smee he was from below the "Deadfall Line", where the
German-speakers settled, and she from above, where the
Scots-Irish settled, there was bound to be trouble with a "Romeo-Juliet" type of situation.
Read all about this turbulent period and how
these strong-willed people overcame many
hardships.
Order: #1993 Brightness Remembered.
224pp, smyth-sewn, lithocase bound $28.50
postpaid.
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N£M£S1S AT
POTSDAM
The Anglo-Americans and
the Expulsion of the
Germans
Revised edition
By Alfred-Maurice de Zayas

First published in 1979, and now in its 10th edition in German with
several revised editions in English, Nemesis at Potsdam is the moving
and horrifying account of the expulsion after WWII of 15 million
German-speaking men, women, and children from their ancestral
homelands in Eastern Central Europe. Over 2 million innocent civilians, mostly women and children, died during the expulsion-one of
the worst tragedies of the 20th century.
A great amnesia has overtaken the children and grandchildren of the
Allied participants, especially in the West. But today the German nation
of 80 million includes some 20 million Expulsion survivors and their
children and grandchildren. No understanding of modem Germany will
ever be complete without greater knowledge of this ghastly period in
Germany's and the Allies' past.
This is an important book on a sensitive subject. It reminds genealogists that not all emigrations are voluntary; and not all immigrants to
America came hundreds of years ago. A personal favorite; our strongest
recommendation.
Order #1899 Nemesis at Potsdam. 60+ photos, maps and illustrations.
352pp. Perfect bound. 1998 (1979).
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